Respiratory Conditions
Tackling respiratory conditions in the population is of a critical
focus, as they form some of the biggest causes of death in the
UK as well as significantly impacting upon healthcare costs,
winter pressures and productivity. With the right knowledge,
health professionals can work towards improved diagnosis and
help patients manage their conditions effectively. We have
provided a list of relevant articles from MA Healthcare journals
dealing with this area, providing your staff with research,
information and tips that will support both their work and the
quality of care for their patients.
The articles below exclude coverage of COVID-19. All MA Healthcare articles relating to COVID-19 are still free to access via
the following link: https://www.magonlinelibrary.com/coronavirus

British Journal of Community Nursing


Measuring oxygen saturation in homecare
Published Online:6 Aug 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/bjcn.2020.25.8.408

British Journal of Healthcare Assistants


The importance of pulse oximetry
Published Online:12 Oct 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/bjha.2020.14.9.429



Rare health conditions 41: Childhood interstitial lung disease or ChILD, Neuroblastoma and
Ehlers-Danlos syndromes
Published Online:12 Dec 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/bjha.2020.14.11.536


British Journal of Healthcare Management


Evaluating the cost-effectiveness of combination inhalers for the management of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
Published Online:14 Sep 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/bjhc.2020.0126

British Journal of Hospital Medicine


Acute asthma exacerbations: tips from the shop floor
Published Online:30 Dec 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/hmed.2020.0529



Know the score: management of patients with a new diagnosis of acute pulmonary
embolism
Published Online:2 Dec 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/hmed.2020.0345



Review of the American Thoracic Society guidelines on the pharmacological management of
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Published Online:1 Dec 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/hmed.2020.0460

British Journal of Midwifery


Acceptability of newborn pulse oximetry screening
Published Online:7 Aug 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/bjom.2020.28.8.462

British Journal of Nursing


Asthma guidelines: the best of three
Published Online:10 Jul 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/bjon.2020.29.13.730

Journal of Paramedic Practice


Respiratory system
Published Online:11 Aug 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2020.12.8.1



How accurate is the prehospital diagnosis of hyperventilation syndrome?
Published Online:9 Nov 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/jpar.2020.12.11.445

Journal of Prescribing Practice


Management of COPD exacerbations: pharmacotherapeutics of medications
Published Online:12 Aug 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/jprp.2020.2.8.450



Inhaled therapy for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Published Online:9 Sep 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/jprp.2020.2.9.486

Independent Nurse


All change: assessing the impact of seasons on asthma management
Published Online:18 Sep 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/indn.2020.9.16



Who Should be Referred for Lung Volume Reduction Treatment?

Published Online:20 Oct 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/indn.2020.10.15


The link between COPD and good nutrition during COVID-19
Published Online:20 Dec 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/indn.2020.11.24

International Journal of Therapy and Rehabilitation


Sit-to-stand tests in patients hospitalised for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
exacerbation: association with pulmonary function tests and risk of future exacerbations
Published Online:26 Dec 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/ijtr.2019.0005

Practice Nursing


Increasing physical activity in people with COPD
Published Online:2 Nov 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/pnur.2020.31.11.461



Asthma guidelines: which is the best of three?
Published Online:11 Aug 2020
https://doi.org/10.12968/pnur.2020.31.8.344

